The Student SLP (SLP) As A Tool For Success
Accountability
Each quarter the Student Learning Plan serves to document the goals that each student has made
their own for those nine weeks. Students may be unable to complete all the work they set out to
accomplish due to unforeseen causes, but they should be able to show that they have put their
best effort into achieving each of these goals that were deemed important enough to put on an
SLP.
Goals
The goals mentioned in the section above should specify outcomes for each of the SLP segments. It
is not enough to say “I am going to learn some more math this quarter.” Instead try to discuss
measurable outcomes such as “I will be able to implement geometry and algebra skills such as
coordinate plane graphing, measuring angles and finding the value of variables in real world
projects.” In our school, it is especially important to fill in the Personal Qualities section.
Resources
Don’t forget to fill in the resources box in your SLPs. Advisors cannot do all of the work by
themselves, and students benefit more when you share your job with others. This area should not
only list material resources and advisors, but also parents, mentors, other staff in your building,
adults in after‐school programs, community members, and any other adult who can help the
student pursue their passions and fulfill the goals in their SLPs.
Skeleton for Project Timelines
The detailed timelines that b11/25/15 10:21 AMring structure to many students’ work spring from
the SLPs. These goals, ideas and resources entered into the SLP, can deepen into real exploration
into learning goals and following professional deadlines. The detailed timeline should be a separate
document and the due dates for each segment of their goals should be in their planners.
Display Them and Refer to Them
The SLP only works as a successful tool if the learning team regularly refocuses themselves on the
direction that the student should be heading. The SLP is a living document that can change many
times during a quarter as new situations arise. It is helpful to display the SLPs somewhere in the
advisory, so that the students, advisor and other DE Met staff can remind themselves often of the
learning that the student hopes to engage in.
Converting Non‐Believers
A high quality SLP can help Big Picture doubters to see that learning about what the student is
interested can yield some amazing results that include both accountability and product.
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Learning Plan Meeting: Sample Agenda
For a first LP of the Year:
Goals:
● Make parents feel welcome; establish a team.
● Have a real conversation about the student, her or his goals, next
steps in learning, and what will be complete for exhibition.
● Review student’s interest and long term goals.
● Discuss ways to meet goals and criteria for success for all work.
Process:
● Review goals of the Learning Plan Meeting and DE Met Philosophy
of Parents as Partners on the Learning Team (3 minutes)
● Review Student’s Long term Goals and Interests: (10 minutes)
○ For all students: Review Parent and Student Cover Sheets (if
they have not prepared in advance, you can go through the
questions in the cover sheet)
● Review First Quarter and draft Learning Plan (15‐25 minutes)‐‐be
sure to discuss the opportunities that are available to students
(Partnerships, workshops, certifications, college classes). Be sure to
discuss what students will need to do and show to successfully
complete these learning goals and opportunities.(See page 3 below)
● Review Parent Contact Information and Discuss p10/7/15 7:52
AM11/25/15 10:21 AMarent’s preferred contact method. (3 minutes)
● Ensure that parent has completed necessary paperwork, specifically
emergency medical form and lunch form, survey (3 minutes)
● Review Next Steps; Plan and Calendar Next Meetings: (including
when the form will be finished, how they can support, if possible,
review the plan and frequency of written and verbal communication,
plan exhibition time). (5 min)
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Learning Plan Meeting – Sample Agenda – Page 1
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Learning Plan Meeting – Sample Agenda – Page 2
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Learning Plan Meeting – Sample Agenda – Page 3

Delaware Met Learning Plan Student Cover Sheet

:

Advisor:
Quarter:

Date:

re your interests and passions? What is
xt step in exploring these for you?
re your goals after earning a diploma?
o we have to do now to meet those

re your strengths?

re some areas you need to work on?
on what your Post‐DE Met goals are, is
riority?

o you learn best? (What is an example?
s changed at all since you have been

obstacles have you overcome? (What
his tell us about how and why you
ere)?
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Delaware Met Learning Plan Parent Cover Sheet
Advisor:
Quarter:

Date:

re your student’s interests and
ns? How would you like to see them
e these interests?

●

re your student’s strengths? How do
nk we should help the student use

●

re some areas the student needs to
n? Which is priority right now?

●

obstacles has he or she overcome?
does this tell us about how and why he
perseveres)?

●

oes your student learn best? (What is
mple? Have you seen any changes in

●

king about these questions and the
he student has after earning a diploma,
an we as a learning team this year to
t the student in reaching their goals?

●
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Name: _______________________________________________
Advisor: __________________________________________

Quarter: __________________
Parent/Guardian(s): _________________________________

Strengths

Needs

Courage

Change
Interests

Personal Goals

Community

11/25/15

My Learning
Advisory
Who Am I?

My Goals
Academic or Additional Learning objectives:

Resources to help me with these objectives:

Academic or Additional Learning objectives:

Resources to help me with these objectives:

Workplace Knowledge and Skills objectives;


Interest
Exploration
Extra‐curricular

Academic or Additional Learning objectives:

Resources to help me with these objectives:


Resources to help me with these objectives:

Workplace Knowledge and Skills objectives;


Independent
Work

Academic or Additional Learning objectives:

Resources to help me with these objectives:



Workplace Knowledge and Skills objectives;


Real‐World
Learning/LTI
11/25/15

Academic or Additional Learning objectives:

Resources to help me with these objectives:



I will
Experience

I will
Produce

CO

QR ER

SR

PQ

Learning Goals
Communication:
● Reading ‐
● Writing ‐

Quantitative Reasoning:
Learning objectives:

Social Reasoning:
Learning objectives:

Empirical Reasoning:
Learning objectives:

Personal Qualities:
 Physical Fitness/Health:
 Time Management:
 Respect:
 Responsibility:
 Organization:
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Final Product/Outcomes

The Learning Goals
Big Picture Learning Goals are tools for problem solving. The Learning Goals are a framework for looking at real-world concepts and abilities necessary to being a successful,
well-rounded person. The Learning Goals are not content-oriented curricula, nor are they
completely distinct categories. Good project work incorporates many overlapping elements
of the Learning Goals.

1. Empirical Reasoning
How do I prove it?
This goal is to think like a scientist: to
use empirical evidence and a logical
process to make decisions and to
evaluate hypotheses. It does not reflect
specific science content material, but
instead can incorporate ideas from
physics to sociology to art theory.
• What idea do I want to test?
(essential question)
• What has other research shown?
• What is my hypothesis?
How can I test it?
• What information (data) do I
need to collect?

2. Quantitative Reasoning
How do I measure, compare
or represent it?
This goal is to think like a mathematician: to understand numbers, to analyze
uncertainty, to comprehend the properties of shapes, and to study how things
change over time.
• How can I use numbers to evaluate my
hypothesis?
• What numerical information can
I collect about this?
• Can I estimate this quantity?
• How can I represent this information as
a formula or diagram?

• How will I collect the information?

• How can I interpret this formula
or graph?

• What will I use as a control in
my research?

• How can I measure its shape
or structure?

• How good is my information?

• What trends do I see?
How does this change over time?

• What are the results of my research?
• What error do I have?
• What conclusions can I draw
from my research?

• What predictions can I make?
• Can I show a correlation?

• How will I present my results?
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The Learning Goals
3. Communication
How do I take in and express ideas?
This goal is to be a great communicator: to understand your audience, to
write, read, speak and listen well, to
use technology and artistic expression
to communicate, and to be exposed to
another language.
• How can I write about it?
• What is the main idea I want to
get across (thesis)?
• Who is my audience?
• What can I read about it?
• Who can I listen to about it?
• How can I speak about it?
• How can technology help me
to express it?
• How can I express it creatively?
• How can I express it in another
language?

4. Social Reasoning
What are other people’s
perspectives on this?
This goal is to think like an historian
or anthropologist: to see diverse perspectives, to understand social issues,
to explore ethics, and to look at issues
historically.

(Continued)
• What do people believe about this?
• What social systems are in place
around this?
• What are the ethical questions
behind this?
• What do I think should be done
about this?
• What can I do?

5. Personal Qualities
What do I bring to this process?
This goal is to be the best you can be:
to demonstrate respect, responsibility,
organization, leadership, time management, and to reflect on your abilities
and strive for improvement.
• How can I demonstrate respect?
• How can I empathize more with
others?
• How can I strengthen my health
and well-being?
• How can I communicate honestly
about this?
• How can I be responsible for this?
• How can I persevere at this?
• How can I better organize my work?
• How can I better manage my time?
• How can I be more self-aware?

• How do diverse communities
view this?

• How can I take on more of a
leadership role?

• How does this issue affect different
communities?

• How can I work cooperatively
with others?

• Who cares about this? To whom is it
important?

• How can I enhance my community
through this?

• What is the history of this? How has
this issue changed over time?
• Who benefits and who is harmed
through this issue?
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Name: ____Student___________________________________________
Advisor: You

Quarter: __1________________
Parent/Guardian(s): _________________________________

Strengths
 Amazing poet and songwriter
 Basketball
 Math
 Care about my friends
 Know every superhero’s story

Needs
 Writing an essay
 Reading comprehension
 I hate science
 Punctuation
 Concentration

Courage

Change
Interests

Personal Goals






Be first one in family to go to college
Play college basketball and then NBA All – Star
Get married, big house, fancy car
Have my own business and make lots of money
Meet my father
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Community
 Basketball
 Girls
 Comic books
 Action movies
 Drawing
 Web Design

My Learning

My Goals

I will
Experience

I will
Produce

CO

QR ER

SR

PQ

√

√

Academic or Additional Learning objectives:

Advisory

Who Am I?






Getting Organized
Journal writing – 3x wk
Awareness of current events
Help with computer skills

Resources to help me with these objectives:
 Computer
 Searching Internet√
 Mr. __________________
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Journal with x entries
An essay about ISIS
A basic website for the class
A filled in planner
A perfect on time record

√

Resources to help me with these objectives:


Academic or Additional Learning objectives:
 Research the area that I choose
 Research the business I want to visit
 Learn to write better
 Develop a hypothesis about…………
Resources to help me with these objectives:
 LTI coordinator
 Advisor
 Uncle Remus and my brother

Extra‐curricular







Academic or Additional Learning objectives:
Research my family hisotry

Workplace Knowledge and Skills objectives;
 Find what I’m interested in –
 Learn to get an interview and write a resume
 Learn to write a business letter/email
 To make a phone call to business people

Interest
Exploration

 Writing in my
journal and
answering Mr. ___’s
questions
 Watching the news
every night for 15
minutes
 Using my planner
 Trying website
development
websites

Resources to help me with these objectives:


 Writing business
letters and
practicing interview
skills
 Making phone calls
 Visiting businesses
 Research internet
for my interest

 Research paper – 5 pages
 Informational interview form
completed
 Phone log
 Resume
 Letters
 Planned interviews in my
planner


√

√

√

Workplace Knowledge and Skills objectives;


Independent
Work

Academic or Additional Learning objectives:

Resources to help me with these objectives:



Workplace Knowledge and Skills objectives;


Real‐World
Learning/LTI
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Academic or Additional Learning objectives:

Resources to help me with these objectives:



Learning Goals

Final Product/Outcomes

Communication:
● Reading ‐
● Writing ‐

Quantitative Reasoning:
Learning objectives:
How to utilize Algebraic equations for real world situations

To be able to understand fractions, polynomials, algebraic equations, variables.
I will teach how to use algebraic equations for auto repair and make a video

Social Reasoning:
Learning objectives:

Empirical Reasoning:
Learning objectives:
To learn about volcanos and their effect on the environment
To understand how tornados are created and how we try to predict
them.

Personal Qualities:
 Physical Fitness/Health:
 Time Management:
 Respect:
 Responsibility:
 Organization:
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Group project – to build a scale model of a volcano, a small village, and to simulate the
explosion and lava flow with Mentos
With two soda bottles, be able to demonstrate the ____________________force that creates
tornados and explain the _______________principle.

Do 1,239 pushups with one hand tied behind my back
Get treated for my syphilis and be able to explain the biology behind it.
Show my planner
Letter from Principal about how I used to get into fights every day and now it’s only every
other day.

Sentence Starters to Help Get the Conversation Going During an SLP Meeting

Synthesis/
Creating

Higher-order thinking

Reorganize or
Design New

Evaluation/
Evaluating
Judge & Justify

Analysis/
Analyzing
Divide or Classify

Application/
Applying

Lower-order thinking

Make or Do

Comprehension/
Understanding
Understand, Describe

Knowledge/
Rememberin
g Tell or Spell

ACTIONS: Build, pretend, create, plan, invent, combine, develop, design, arrange, hypothesize,

predict, compose

SENTENCE STARTERS: What would happen if __? Can you predict __? What would the __ be like if ___? Suppose __. What do
you think about ___? How many new ways can you __? What would happen if? What alternatives are there? What if someone __?
Imagine that __? Can you invent __? Can you predict the outcome of __? Can you construct a model that would change __? What
changes would you make in order to solve__? Can you think of an original way for __? How would you test __? What inference or
conclusion can you draw based on evidence?

ACTIONS: Debate, justify, rate, select, judge, score, evaluate, conclude, prove, estimate, recommend, criticize
SENTENCE STARTERS: What would you choose? Why was it better than _? In your opinion will it work? How? Select some items
and tell why you did or did not like them. How would you prioritize __? Why do you agree or disagree? If __ then __? What is
your opinion of __? What choice would you have made? How would you justify __? What would you select? Justify your selection.
What information would you use to support the view? How could you determine? What could be done to minimize (maximize) __?
How would you improve? Rate the following __.

ACTIONS: Group, separate, compare/contrast, interpret, question, discover, classify, categorize, organize,
SENTENCE STARTERS: Why do you think __? What are the parts of? What are the consequences of__? How? Why? Compare __
with __. List all of the problems that occur when __. The best part __. Can these be arranged this way? What evidence can you
find __? Can you make a distinction between __ and __? How would you classify __? How would you categorize __? What is the
function of __?

ACTIONS: Solve, build, choose, plan, show, practise, use, make, teach, operate, simulate, construct
SENTENCE STARTERS: Show me how to do __. How would you use __? Demonstrate __. Make a __. If you were there _. Why is __
significant? How is ___ an example of __? A way to __ is __. A connecting idea is __. Is what you are saying __? Could you clarify
that comment? What examples can you find? How would you solve ___ using what you’ve learned? Can you make use of the facts
to __? What approach would you use to __? What facts would you select to show __? What questions would you ask in an
interview with __?

ACTIONS: Describe, express, restate, retell, locate, discuss, rephrase, summarize, organize
SENTENCE STARTERS: Can you explain what is happening? What can you say about __? Locate the following… Describe the way
__. How would you restate the rest of the paragraph/sentence/page in your own words? What can you say about? State the main
ideas __. Sequence the events __.

ACTIONS: Know, collect, label, cite, tell, record, define, repeat, name, match, identify, specify
SENTENCE STARTERS: What _? When _? Where _? List the three_ . Define__. Select __. Which one __? Can you recall __?
(Memoryofmaterialpreviouslylearned.Recall.Priorknowledgeoffacts,basicconcepts,andinformation.)
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Bloom's Taxonomy Chart

